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ECS O k’s Students On Curriculum Panel

Vice-president Glenn Niemeyer will be recommended for the new position
of provost at the Feb. 15 Board of Control meeting (Photo by John
Haafke).

The Executive Committee of the
(faculty) Senate (ECS) approved last
week a motion to place two students
on the Curriculum Study Committee.
The faculty subcommittee which
reviews and initiates changes in
curriculum at GVSC.
At the same meeting, ECS voted
down a similar motion to provide for
student membership on the Salary
and Budget Committee, which
studies budget matters.
The Curriculum Study proposal,
made by Student Senate President
Jeff Hubbard, was passed 6 votes to
4, with one ECS member abstaining.
Speaking for the motion, faculty
representative Robert Mayberry said,
“The (faculty and student) Senates
have been separated so that when the
faculty spoke it would be with one
clear voice . . . now that one clear
(student) voice is speaking to us . . . ”
Kirkhof College representative
Christine Falvey-Terry also sup
ported the proposal saying, “ 1 just
can’t see that it is harmful or threat
ening."

"My experience on these com
mittees is that students just go along
with the flow of the discussion, (and
are not) radicals or rabble rousers,”
she said.
College of Arts and Science repre
sentative Rod Mulder, who voted
against the change, said he felt that
student membership oh the com
mittees “violates the spirit of the
((acuity governance) reorganization."
Last summer, the faculty put
together a proposal, which was
implemented in the fall, to remove
all students from the All-Colleges
Academic Senate. The proponents
of this reorganization claimed it was
intended to “to challenge students to
find their own muscles”, presumably
in the Student Senate.
The Curriculum Study Committee
and the Salary and Budget Com
mittee are subcommittees of the
ACAS. Currently, each committee
is composed of: one faculty member
from each college, one faculty mem
ber from DSI and PAC combined,
one member from the library, and

Niemeyer To Become
GVSC’s First Provost L et There Be Light
Vice-president
for Academic
Affairs Glenn A. Niemeyer may soon
become Grand Valley’s first provost.
President Arend D. Lubbers will ask
the Grand Valley Board of Control
to approve the change in title and
promotion for Niemeyer at its Febru
ary 15 meeting.
"I believe this change will improve
Grand Valley’s internal operations
while clearly indicating to the public
and to the members of our college
community the fact that all of us are
here in order to provide an excellent
academic education for our stu
dents, ” Lu bbers said.
"It also indicates the high regard I
have for Dr. Nicmeyer’s scholarly
and administrative abilities.”
With board approval, Niemcyer's
new title will be provost and vice
president for academic affairs. He
will continue to handle the duties
assigned tQ the office of the vice
president for academic affairs, many
of which are provost’s functions, in
addition to new responsibilities in
several areas.
The new responsibilities will in
clude heading an all-colleges budget
committee Lubbers plans to estab
lish soon. The committee will re
ceive budget requests from all cam
pus units. “The provost will chair
this committee; that means the
officer in charge of academic affairs
will also be in charge of the all
college budget committee,” Lubbers
said.
Niemeyer will also coordinate act
ivities implementing recommenda
tions of the Enrollment Committee,
which is headed by Bruce Locssin,
Vice-president for institutional de
velopment. "The enrollment com

mittee is comprised of representa
tives of all divisions - academic af
fairs, administration and institution
al development,” Lubbers said. “The
committee's recommendations often
require cooperation from several
units and it will be the provost’s re
sponsibility to sec that systems de
signed to implement these recom
mendations function well.”
In addition, Niemeyer will be re
sponsible for the campus during the
president's absence, for chairing exe
cutive officers’ meetings, and for
coordinating activities involving aca
demic functions which require coop
eration between members of the aca
demic affairs division and other
divisions.
Niemcyer's current duties as aca
demic vice president include respons
ibility for all academic units, for
academic articulation with other
units, and for adjudicating disputes
regarding evaiutiun of academic work
continued on page 3

dents interviewed around campus,
particularly by women.
For those students with cars, the
“ Let there be light”, said the
GVSC plant department, and there distance they must travel is usually
was light, and the college saw that it only as far as the nearest parking lot.
Says Doreen Boe, a Grand Valley
was good. But was it good enough?
commuter, "I feel that parking lot
Campus lighting has recieved mix
ed reviews. To the daytime student G should have better lighting, as weii
the matter is essentially irrelevant. as the Lake Michigan lot.”
Asked if she felt better lighting
However, to the late night devotee
whose work or study requires that he would help improve security on
or she traipse around in the dark, it campus, Boe replied, “I don’t know,
but personally, it would make me
is anything but irrelevant.
Grand Valley has been acting on feel a lot safer.”
Students without cars have a
this problem. The January execu
tive report to the GVSC Board of longer and sometimes darker time of
Control makes note that “campus it. Some mentioned that there was
walkway lighting fixtures have been little illumination along the stretch
cleaned and repaired.” In addition, of road leading to Campus View and
“some of the walkway pole lights Grand Valley Apartments while
will be replaced by exterior lighting others cited similar conditions on
mounted on campus buildings as part Campus Drive near Ravine Apart
ments.
of the campus lighting plan.”
One particularly hazardous point
Despite these lighting efforts and
the “beefed up” security around the of this route, that several students
dorms, there were still concerns ex
continued on page 3
pressed about lighting by the stu
by Cindy Stevens

SS Will File Grievances
by Susan Collins
Grand Valley’s official voice on
campus, the Student Senate, met in
the Campus Center's Laurel Room
on Thursday, Jan. 24. The meeting
was sparsely attended with a major
ity of the Senate members absent.
The meeting concentrated on re
establishing priorities for the up

coming term, including the Sexual
Grievance Policy, interim reports
from the four standing committees,
and the consideration of new pro
jects.
The issue of the Sexual Grievance
Policy is presently in the hands of a
body formed by the Executive com
mittee of the (faculty) Senate to for
mulate an acceptable policy to both

student and faculty groups. The pol
icy, developed by the SS, had not
met the approval of the faculty pre
viously because of its wording. The
faculty intends to develop a “code
of ethics” which may incorporate
both the original concepts intro
duced by the Senate, and extend into
new areas.
In an effort to speed up faculty
action on the policy, the Student
Senate passed a motion which will
allow an individual to use the old
definition, and referral procedures
developed on Nov. 27, 1979, until an
updated edition has been drafted.
The Student Senate has guaranteed
to support any individual who wishes
to utilize those procedures.
As the meeting turned to the con
sideration of new business, the pro
duction of another Whistle Stop
Series, wrth an open-forum discus
sion between the SS and ECS was
suggested for the end of February.
SS Vice-president Curt Hansen has
undertaken the responsibility for organizing this series.
The meeting dosed with SS Pres
ident Jeff Hubbard requesting repre
sentatives from each of the colleges
to begm thinking on poasihlr meth
ods to secure nominations from indwahull seeking election to the
Senate for the upcoming 1N M 1
school year.

three at-large members appointed by
the ACAS.
The Curriculum Study Committee
was newly formed this fall. The al
ready existent Salary and Budget
Committee, which formerly reported
to the administration, this fall be
came officially responsible for re
porting to the ACAS. The only
changes which took place with the
reassignment of this committee were
slight structural changes; the func
tion of the committee was not
altered.
The proposal to place two stu
dents on each of the two committees
was taken by Hubbard to the ECS
once before; at that time the ECS
discussed it with some scepticism,
but did not vote on the matter.
Upon learning that the ECS had
failed to either approve or turn down
the proposal, the SS once again sent
Hubbard to present the proposal to
that committee.
Now that the ECS has approved
the portion of the proposal which
would allow students to serve on the

Curriculum Study Committee, th e ,
ACAS must pass the measure by a
two-thirds vote before its bylaws can
be changed to incorporate the new
policy.

Hubbard (Photo by John Haafke)

Renewed Registration
Raises Many Doubts
U.S. Military Preparedness
Part Two
by Catherine A. Behringer
In last week’s State of the Union
Address President Carter set millions
of young Americans on edge as he
proposed reinstitution of draft re
gistration.
The purpose of this
would be to provide the Pentagon
with a military pool to draw from in
the event of national emergency.
Though mandatory registration
was not abandoned until April 1,
1975 the last formal draft call was in
December, 1972. For the six months
following, the Selective Service Sys
tem (SSS) had the authority to con
tinue with conscription but actually
drafted only those considered SSS
violators. The last of those men was
inducted June 30, 1973.
As the draft was phased out an
All-Volunteer Force (AVF) was in
troduced. The AVF was created in
an era of international change.
American troops were rolling out of
Vietnam and Russia was negotiating
defense treaties with the U.S.
The AVF appeased those who

“m ercenaries fo r the
m iddle class ”

-

C ropsey

entrance bonus, the opportunity to
travel away from home anil to ex
perience the thrill of freedom and
adventure. It is more difficult to fill
quotas in professional fields such as
medicine, advanced electronics, data
processing, etc., because required
admittance scores in these areas are
very low. But, states Whitmire, “We
arc meeting the needs of the mili
tary.”

“...a step across the
threshold o f Colu W ar I t'
■ K ennedy
In October’s "The Atlantic' James
Fallows, the magazine Washington
editor expressed concern over the
strength of the AVF; “Train leaders
and soldiers for combat, not manage
ment . . . When the Army is run like
Sears, or the Agricultural depart
ment, it will be judged the same
way-on the basis of hours, pay, and
fringe benefits. But no-one expects
Sears to ready to fight a war.” Fal
lows may be lustified in questioning
military preparedness.
The Army Reserve and National
Guard arc short 150,000 people.
The Individual Ready Reserve, the
source of immediate combat-loss re
placements, is operating at 500,000
below normal strengths. However,
since the AVF’s beginning, the num
ber of men in the eighteen to twenty
six age group has risen steadily.
Meanwhile, the strength of US active
duty troops dropped to 2.05 million-approximatcly 20 percent short of
the 2.5 million goal aspired to by
former-president
Nixon’s
1970
commission on an all-volunteer
Force.

held that only a non-compulsory
service system was consistent with
American ideals of civil liberties and
personal freedom.
But the AVF has been attacked
on the premise that it is economic
conscription. In other words, people
from low income groups tend to
choose the Armed Forces as an “em
ployer of last resort. ” Statistics in
dicate that minorities, the impover
ished, and the uneducated, (whom
Seth Cropsey of Fortune magazine
calls “mercenaries for the middle
“-.flagrant invasion o f
class’’) serve the AVF in numbers
far beyond their ratio to the national
civil rights ” - Linteau
population. Thus, it is military force
not cepresen tativc of American
If these figures are accurate and
society.
the AVF, hi the even: of v sr, n no:
So iu it* it* y a u i of existence the
capable of supplying the necessary
AVF has remained a controversy.
Doc* it adequately provide for mili number of troops, what are the
ah eras trees?
tary needs?
President Carter believes revitali
According to Staff Sargeant David
Whitmire, Army Recruiter in Hol zation of mandatory registration laws
land, eighteen to twenty-one year is the answer. Although Presidential
olds chooar combat positions most
continued on pnge 3
frequently because of a S3 flOO dollar

»
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Lanthorn Editorials
Drawing the Hard Line
Arthur Schlesinger, who advised President Kennedy, said it best last
week:
“ You don’t draw a line you can’t hold.”
Schlesinger was referring to the hard line drawn by President Carter in
his State of the Union address. Vowing to increase defense spending, to
reinstate registration for the draft, and generally to draw a line the Soviets
would not dare overstep, Carter is attempting a hawkish posture he hopes
will consolidate gains he has made recently in his bid for re-election.
Unfortunately, Carter’s position may have worse effects than just his
re-election, for two reasons.
.First, a hard line in the Persian Gulf area is not one which we need to
hold - simply because our dependence on Middle hast oil is not necessary.
U.S. corporate interests dictate continued reliance on oil only because
companies have not (yet) devised a way to put a spigot on the sun. Sub
stantial research in solar and other alternative energy sources will not de
velop until the government musters the courage to buck that corporate
thirst for profits which perpetuates our dependence on oil - - oil which
may soon be purchased with American blood.
In any case, we will be dependent on oil until we decide to get serious
about alternative energy research.
Second, the hard-line in the Persian Gulf area is one which neither the
U.S. nor Russia may be able to hold, because a war in that region would
probably not be a brief and decisive one.
Iran (supposedly Russia’s “path” to the Persian Gulf) is a rough, moun
tainous landscape, conducive to protracted guerrilla warfare. Also, any cut
off of Arab oil would trigger the International Knergy Agency’s sharing
mechanism. It would mean a shortage for everyone, not just the United
States.
Many oil and military specialists agree that only a nation willing to risk
all-out retaliation by the rest of the world would dare interfere with the
flow of crude. In the words of one such specialist, as quoted in The New
York Times, “I can’t imagine that's how the Russians would like to start
World War HI, because that’s what we’re talking about.”
In short, any line in the Persian Gulf area will be difficult or impossible
to hold if war does break out.
If there is to be war, it will be because our government and our corpora
tions value oil profits more than the lives of American youths; or because
both sides are prepared for war, and one side miscalculates.

GVSC’s New Enlightened Policy Toward Crime

S

A situation is present
ing itself on campus that
could prove to have dire
consequences if it is not
corrected rapidly. Two
policies, each admirablymotivated, have collided
I head-on and (he result is
working to the detriment

by
J. A. Foote of
°[ the
* sstudent
ubs‘am,a
l ,portion
*
body.

We are all aware of the energy crisis and have
heard our various leaders issue the clarion call
for restraint. Grand Valley is not deaf to this
call, and has instituted a policy designed to re
duce energy usage; specifically, a 50“o reduction
in campus lighting. According to Vice-presi
dent VanStecland, we are approaching that
goal. However, in our haste to achieve energy

conservation we may be sacrificing the safety of
our students.
The purpose of lighting is to illuminate cer
tain areas. If this is entirely for decorative or
aesthetic design and serves little or no utilitar
ian function then by all means it should be eli
minated. If, however, its primary function is to
eliminate darkened areas and reduce the possi
bility of hazard, then it should be kept.
We have heard proclamations from the ad
ministration concerning increased security as a
result of the recent Kistler near-disaster. We
have been told that security forces have been
"beefed up" and that the goal is to increase the
safety of the student on campus.
This is admirable except for the fact that we
seem to be ignoring the night student. In an
article in this issue, Cindy Stevens outlines feel

ings of fear and apprehension expressed by our
female students concerning the unlightcd and
dangerous portions of our campus.
The administration response to this seems to
be limited to the cleaning and repair of lights.
The current wisdom is that over the long run
increased lighting plans will solve the problem.
Again, this is admirable, but if our students
feel unsafe now, we ahould find solutions now.
Lamp poles and filaments exist along the south
entrance to campus that could solve the pro
blem in that area at least. But the lights must
be turned on.
We think it bes; that they be turned on now.
Possibly then the “beefed up security” could at
least sec what they are doing. It is pardonable
error to look and not see. It is inexcusable to
look and be prevented from seeing. Let there
be light, now.

If the event of war is not probable, as is suggested above, then registra
tion for the draft is nothing less than an outright, unjustified invasion of
privacy.

Letters

Worse, it is an admitted preparation for war. And given toys, the chil
dren who rur. our country are just one giave step away from playing with
them.
L A N T H O R N Latter* to the e d ito r must include signature, address and phone

Any decision to break the law is a serious one, but sometimes “in the
course of human events” civil disobedience is necessary.
If, as seems likely, draft registration is reinstated, America’s draft age
youths will have to draw their own line a line that can be held.

number o f the w rite r. The address and phone num ber will not be printed. The
writer's name may be withheld on request b u t p u b lic a tio n o f enonymous letters Is
not encouraged. Letters which are legible and under 3 0 0 words ere most likely to be
printed. All are subject to careful condensation. The L A N T H O R N reserves r',e right
to reject any letter.
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1 must say that the Grand ValleyState Faculty Association advertise
ment that The Lanthorn ran recently
was a bit amusing if not puzzling.
Although Faculty/Student solidarity
is a good idea 1 have a hard time
understanding its dynamics. On one
hand you have a sociology professor
supporting “due-process for all
members of the academic com
munity, including students," and on
the other hand this same individual
supports the ousting of voting
student members of ACAS/ECS
by saying that keeping them there
will somehow ensure “we will
continue without any effective
student participation.”
I wonder
how that works?
In a time of apathy where many
people don’t even bother to vote
because they feel it doesn’t matter
anyway, it seems freedom and due
process arc arbitrary terms. Maybe
our sociology professor has a new
theory that guarantees this process
versus the traditional right of every
citizen to vote. I hope for the sake
of the academic freedom within
the community that this is the case.
Richard L. Gustrfson

Open letter to Draft-Aged Indivi
duals:
Since the question of the draft has
again reared its ugly bead 1 believe
we, the people who would be most
affected by the draft's probable re
newal, have a lot of thinking to do in
order to prepare ourselves for “es
teemed” government’s attempt to

force us to take part in its imperial
istic, militaristic aims.
The Persian Gulf situation is ob
viously another example of the ruling
power’s ineptitude in making and
sustaining effective change in its life
style. It has become apparent that
the ovcrindulgcncc on the part of the
wealth-holders in this country can no
longer be supported by the resources
of the rest of the world (i.e.; wc
consume at least two-thirds of the
world’s natural resources while hold
ing a mere one-sixth of its popula
tion.)
Because these “wealth-holders”
are frightened of the change that
would be necessary in order to live
equally with the rest of the peoples
of the world, we, the draft-aged in
dividuals, arc again threatened into
protecting these “wealth-holder’s”
interests in foreign economics. The
economics and resources involved
have only become their interests
through political and economic im
perialism.
Thought ar.d action must begin
immediately to curb any action by
the government that would renew
the draft, an ultimately choiceless
and dictatorial method of building
up a military machine. We have
strength in our numbers, if we simply
refuse to participate. I would urge
mdh iduals to start contemplating the
matter now. If you haven't already,
talk with your friends and colleagues
about it; brainstorm togather for
ways to avoid being involved. Stay
jnformed on daily developments.
Find individuals familiar with this
kind of fight and discuss the various
wavs to get around being forced into
thu fabricated and immoral act.
Most important; DO NOT RE"

minority groups of Marxist ideology
in Iran which have for decades
secretly permeated every strata
of the political structure - including
the Shah’s aides.
These groups,
working from within, successfully
lent themselves to the exposure of
the cominr SAVAK agency and the
subsequent expulsion of the Shah.
For years these groups have been
subliminally turning the young
intellectuals, the student bodies,
the impressionable commoner against
the Shah via corruption and subver
sive deeds in the name o f the Shab!
This was especially true during the
late 60’s and early 70’s when I was
living there; when I could speak to
any Iranian from any social level
and in any part of the country, city
or desert village and experience
NO negative feeling owing to my
nationality, but, conversely, compre
hending a pervasive, consistent
feeling of hatred and fear towards
Communism.
Editor:
Shortly after the takeover of
(in reply to letter by Jennifer
radar-satellite sites in Northern Iran,
Lehmann)
the Soviets increased their flow of
troops to Afghanistan. Iran was too
preoccupied with its revolution to
This undeniable truth you speak
notice. Now look again at history.
of concerning the “systematic
The White Revolution in Iran was a
exploitation and destruction of a
turning point for Iran/American
people by the United States" is not
relations. They needed us and we
only deniable but renders the entire
needed them. In a sense, we saved
historical power play a cut-and-dry, .
them from Communism. They see
black-and-white issue. The history
the same threat looming on all sides
of Iran, the Near East, and the role
now but arc basically defenseless.
of the U.S. in Iran involves almost
They don’t realize it yet, though.
infinite shades of gray.
They’re so wrapped up in their
Historically, the majority of
revolution and counter-revolutions
Iranians have bees consistently anti
and their struggle to be an inde
communist and pro-democratic. The
pendent and self-supporting nation
U.S.S.R. is a constant threat to the
that out of a not-so-uncommon
people of Iran. The threat of
ignorance they cannot realize that
imperialistic U.S.SJI. is Car more
it's impossible for them to be such
frightening to them than an imperi
a nation without outride help.
alistic United States which has for
Iran WILL fall without aid.
yean supported their country
Without the United States, 1 diink
economically and militarily - without
we all know how and where they will
taking away their right to live the
falL
lifestyle they are used to.
Now there are certain subversive
G1STER FOR THE DRAFT. Refus
ing to participate may be the best
form of protest.
Note that peaceful revolution is
built into the documents that are the
cornerstones of the United States’
brand of democracy. Since, in the
past ten years it ha* hrenrne obvious
that the “powers that be” will not
hesitate to use the presence or shoot
ing of guns in order to quell any
manifestation of that kind of peace
ful revolution, it is necessary to stick
this thing out together.
James Joyce once said that
“Silence, Exile and Cunning” are the
three things an artist needs to survive
in the twentieth century. Perhaps we
can take something from that state
ment for our own, while looking for
positive change in our system.
Bob Vance

Maureen Ruddy
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M ilitary,
from page one
authority to draft expired July 1,
1973, Carter does possess the power
to order registration if he deems
necessary. The President's reasoning
is this: With mounting threats in the
Middle East the United States must
demonstrate to the Russians that this
country stands ready to oppose
Soviet expansion in the Third World.
Senator Edward Kennedy, quoted
in Tuesday’s Detroit Free Press has
said that Cartel’s proposal to resume
draft registration is “
a step
across the threshold of Cold War II . .
towards the brink of sending another
generation of the young to die for
the failures in foreign policy." .
But, Jim Grossfcld, co-organizer
of the Michigan Committee Against
Registration and the Draft (MCARD) thinks consideration of other
preventative measures is long over
due. "If it is a matter of the United
States fighting for oil resources in the
Persian Gulf, why won't the Presi
dent invoke energy conservation
measures?”
Once registration is reactivated,
Grosfeld fears there will be no turn
ing back. ‘‘If registration is reimple
mented now, I sec very, very little
chance that it will ever be done away
with again . . . ”
The closing of 1,800 local draft
boards, 434 area offices and 97 ap
peals boards resulted in a SSS budget
reduction from $45 million annually
to only $6 million. Rather than reac
tivate the entire system the proposed
plan for registration is this: Those
of draft age (18-26) would pick up
required forms at their local U.S.
Post Office, fill them out and mail
them back in. Utilization of postal
workers would save the SSS a consid
erable amount of dollars. According
to the SSS, they could conceivably
register two million people in just

Provost
on transcripts. Since last summer he.
has also been in charge of institu
tional planning.
“Whenever there is a change in
administration, there are always con
cerns that new positions are going to
be created or that other titles will be
changed,” Lubbers said. "No such
additional changes are contemplated
at this time.”
The Executive Committee of the
(faculty) Senate approved Lubbers
proposal at their meeting last Friday.
ECS member Gil Davis said, “Now
we may be able to rectify this ques
tion of whether we have academics
or snowplows.” Niemcyer provost
follows a recommendation of the
Dean’s Council.
Niemcyer, a native of west Michi
gan, earned his B.A. from Calvin and
his M.A. and Ph.D. from Michigan
State University. He taught at Grand
Haven High School and in the history
department at Michigan State Univer
sity before coming to Grand Valley
as an assistant professor of history in

I0UMA
ART
SU PPLIES O

1214 East Fultoi
PH 458-939:

CAMERA

C ep t ei
51 Monroe Mall
2019 S. Division
3150 Plainfield N.E.
1533 Wealthy St. S.E.
2883 S. Wilson, Grandviile

five days.
The United States began drafting
men for military service during the
Civil War, continued through both
World Wars, and the Vietnam con
flict.
Most other leading nations
draft their military as well: the
Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact
countries, l-rancc, Italy, etc. But
both England and Canada have all
volunteer forces.
Carol I.intcau, MSU and GVSC
campus organizer for PIKGIM, says
that her group is in the process of
developing draft registration counsel
ing services to help people make in
formed decisions on draft and regis
tration issues. Lintcau agreed with
Grosfeld s belief that “ If students
are concerned about the draft issue,
the most important thing they can
do is to register to vote." On behalf
of P1RG1M she added, “We feel that
registration is unnecessary in peace
time and it is a flagrant invasion of
the civil rights of students and
others.”
The voice of former President
Eisenhower echoes from the past,
“People want peace so badly that
governments ought to get out of
their way and let them have it."
There are many answers. There
are no answers. In the words of
Congressman Jim Weaver (D-Orcgon), “. . . the problems faced by the
volunteer army cannot be resolved
by draft registration or return to the
active draft. Reviving registration
would only breathe new life into a
giant bureaucracy whose sole pur
pose is to keep track of young
people. We now have over two mil
lion men and women in the active
all-volunteer military. A larger con
scripted force would only increase
the likeihood of our involvement in
a new war.”

from page one
1963. He served as dean of the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences from 197073 and became a vice president in
1973.

Great Laker Seeks New Ports
by Jeff Tikkanen

Great Laker experiencing altered consciousness (photo by Paul Worster).

Light
expressed concern over, is the dip in
the road just before the Grand River
Apt., turn-off on M 45. “ It’s so dark
and the cars arc going so fast, that
it's pretty spooky when you're walk
ing,” admitted one concerned stu
dent.
I-or the past two years, in an ef
fort to conserve energy. Grand Val
ley has been implementing a plan de
signed to cut back campus lighting
by 50% VanStccland said that the
college lias finally reached this goal,
but that “We don't want to continue
low-level lighting to the extent that
people don’t feel safe ” VanSteeland
also mentioned that "although the
lollipop walkway lights are attractive,
they are also very vandal prone, dif
ficult to clean, and give poor light
lie hopes that eventually several
more high mast lights can be added

Time nor tides wait for no man.
This is true for even the Great Laker
of Grand Valley fame.
Grand Valley’s tradition of the
“Laker" mascot will be reaching a
milestone in June when 21-year-old
senior Dan Castle (the infamous
Great Laker) graduates to new ports
of call.
The idea of the “Great Laker”
mascot (a weathered sailor of the
Great Lakes) was born three years
ago when Dean of Student Affairs
Dick Mehlcr decided that Grand
Valley needed a tangible example of
what a “ latker” really was.
Tryouts were held, and it was de
cided that Dan Castle, by virtue of
natural endowments, was to be the
first “Great lak er” of all.
Dan took his new responsibility to
heart with the apparent result that
the jovial sports enthusiast really
"got into” his Laker identity.
Watching Mr. Castle prepare for a
sports event, one finds him becoming
a bit older and wiser with each stroke
of the cosmetic brush until, finally,
he really is the Great Laker.
Persistence and hard work are the

makers of tradition, and the many
long hours that Dan Castle gives to
the Great laker have paid off for
both him and Grand Valley.
“ I've traveled to over 15 different
states in the past three years and
have had a lot of great times", said
nuhlir relations major. Castle.
Dean Mehlcr said, "Dan was a
onc-in-a-million find to start a tradi
tion and he has been a tremendous
boost to the spirit of Grand Valley."
Two Saturdays ago, during the
Wayne State Basketball game, Dan
was given the honor of initiating
another tradition into Grand Valley's
sports program by christening the
new Laker Victory Bell.
The cast iron bell, found by
Campus Relations Assistant Gary
Mack in an old farm house in Grand
Haven, represents the official Grand
Valley sound.
Rumor has it that the Great Laker
must give up his life if need be rather
than let the bell fall into the hands of
a rival team.
The search for a new Laker will
soon begin, but in the words of Dean
Mehlcr, "It will be difficult to find a
replacement and hard to imagine
someone else as the Great Laker.”

from page one Financial Aid Forms Simplified
in needed areas, along with the addi
tion of more of the building mount
ed lights.
Further repair efforts coupled
with the addition of new lights
should brighten things up for night
walkers, and reduce student concern.
Until this lighting is implemented,
consider the following suggestions,
some of which have been implement
ed with success at other colleges:
sew fluorescent tape on your back
pack lor greater visibility when walk
ing at night, request that the school
develop a seminar series for teaching
simple self protection methods to
women, make requests for develop
ment of an escort service, (either on
foot or with vehicles), or put in arcquest to have a campus security
walking a beat around campus after
dark

The Financial Aids Office located
in Seidman House now has financial
Aid forms for summer 1980 and the
upcoming academic year. In an ef
fort to eliminate some of the paper
work, policy has been re-written so
that FAF forms need only be sent to
the College Scholarship Service in
Prinction N.J.
There are other inportant changes
each student should be aware of.
For further information contact Ken
Fridsma at the Financial Aids Offico,
extension 234.

FAF 80-81 Forms will be available
at the following locations: during
the week of February 4 thru 8.
Commons Cafeteria:
Mon Sc Tucs: 5 6:45 PM
Ravine Center:
Wednesday: 5:30 6:30PM
Campus Center Main Lobby:
Thursday:
11AM 4:30 PM
Friday:
9 AM 1:30 PM

Experienced Copy Editor • Writers •
and Photographers Needed
Call the Lanthorn ext. 120

HE miSSinG P IEC E .

“HERE TO HELP YOU”
Those new turquoise posters you've seen around cam
pus are featuring an unknown and unused student ser
vice, Student Senate. This organization was established
in 1977 as Student Congress, unifying numerous pre
viously established campus organizations with intentions
of serving students more efficiently by allowing their
voices to be heard through one central government. In
1978 the group was reorganized under the title of Stu
dent Senate.

Today, we want you, the students, to

learn to use and lean on us so that we provide a service.

f

t

If we cannot assist you we will gladly direct you so that
answers may be found. The next time you see one of
those bright posters, take notice of the extension num
ber and give us a call.

Student Senate
Campus Center
Extension 231

Ml A N L A

Z \
/ if t A

GRAND
VALLEY FACULTY ASSOCIATION
STATE
COLLEGES
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Hubbell
In
The Corner
On and O ff the R oad
I roared out onto M-45 in my corner hugging state car. The school pro
vides state cars for organizations with state college account numbers. The
lanthorn occasionally rents a state car for "special assignments.” My
purpose on this occasion was to "review the Shrine Circus.”
The mobile investigation ran into a roadblock at the very beginning.
My editor frowned when I threw a “vehicle authorization" down on his
desk, requesting his noble signature. I tried to act like 1 was polishing the
little ‘‘editor-in-chief" sign on his desk. “Hubbell,” he screamed, “what in
heck are you trying to do?"
He started to get serious, his brow twisted downward and he observed,
“ Don (President Lubbers) doesn’t let his executive staff iust borrow state
cars on a lark; why should I? Which day do you plan for this top-notch
excursion?”
I explained to him that I needed the car all weekend because I planned
on covering several hot spots in the city. I tried to convince him that the
car would keep me dry and warm, thus enhancing my writing abilities. 1
also told him of the necessity of bringing along a photographer who was
not on the staff and lives on campus.
"You cub,” he bellowed, “you know that all of our photographers have
cars; you always take non-staff women photographers, and this time you
will probably cause another Lanthorn scandal.”
Well, he reluctantly signed the authorization, mumbling something
about this being my last term. He also mentioned that my stories "better
be above normal" to justify the expense of a state car.
On Friday afternoon I wandered over to the Plant Department. 1 could
never understand why they call it the Plant Department because there is
absolutely no vegetation there. Anyway, Vcm handed me the state car
keys and the gasoline charge card and begged me to return the car “with
all its hubcaps."
The car that I had reserved was an old Hornet with wrinkled hood and
a rusted state seal on its lime-green door. This car was equipped with a
radio and one bare speaker. Both were left to ride on the shelf below the
dashboard. A bottle of vitamin C tablets and a broken pair of sunglasses
were lying on the seat. They were undoubtedly omens. Drivers usually
come down with colds and smash their faces on the steering wheel.
Anyway, I took the car out for a road test on M-45, heading toward
my home in the city. The car ran quite well, but only topped out at
99.5 mph. I decided to stop at Farmer John’s for a quick drink. This gave
me a great opportunity to test the brakes. Well, this little Hornet had good
braking power, but it pulled a little to the left. I just missed the “Weeny
Wednesday” sign.
I stayed a little too long at the pub. I got into the car but could not
find the ignition switch. 1 looked and felt all over the dashboard for it. I
decided to hitchhike back to school to get someone to help me look for
the missing ignition hole.
Coming into the office, 1 noticed a dim light by the editor’s desk. There
he was, busily engaged in reviewing our administrative supply expendi
tures. Upon seeing me he exclaimed (with great anxiety), "I hope you
were not driving the state car in your persent condition, Mr. Hubbell!”
I explained my situation and he politely pointed out that the ignition
switch was on the steering shaft. That’s why he’s the editor, 1 guess.
So, now I am not only without state wheels but also lost the use of my
staff phone, electric typewriter, and I almost had to forfeit this column.
I pointed out that all my relatives would become quite distressed if they
did not receive their weekly “Hubbell In The Comer." He says I’m “good
for a few laughs.”

Arts/Entertainment

A Deep Look into ‘The Face of Dung’
real ‘funny’ guys . . . They had the
morning show , . . and I had the late
In these plastic days when Top show, so I became M. Dung the op
40 and Muzak reign as the royal posite image of 'Breakfast with the
couple of the radio, and television is Boys’. They were really clean cut
controlled by slick sitcoms and (so I) . . . thought I'd be as repulsive
silly soap operas, the true lover of as I could.”
M. Dung’s shows arc reminiscent
the mind-expanding arts is made to
feel he must go elsewhere for high- of the broadcasts of the 30's, 40’s,
and early 50’s when radio was Amer
grade entertainment.
Well, true art lover, look no far ica's favorite and most accessible
ther than the radio station in your amusement. This golden age of radio
own backyard.
That’s right -the gave way to the 'television of the
“ X”. Playing at the “X", as they late 50's, when more and more peo
have for almost four years now, are ple were willing to let TV visualize
quality shows like “Big Top", many of their favorite radio dramas.
“ Anthony’s Good Radio", "Existen Radio fell into a "literary" depres
tial Despair Theatre” , and “Not sion as contemporary music ruled the
Right Playhouse” , all created by the air waves.
But today the resurrection of
wireless wizard Mike Slivko, better
many of the old shows plus a new
known as M. Dung.
When asked how he got the name, crop of cleverly plotted presentations
Slavko replied, “It started as a joke. like “CBS Mystery Theater" have
A couple of years ago there was a created a resurgence of radio enter
show called ‘Breakfast with the tainment. M. Dung is Grand Valley’s
Boys’ . . . I felt that they were giving contribution to this revived art.
Dung, a senior at TJC, has been
out this image, a big commercialtype image, but they were still being writing and producing radio shows
by Chris Berry

What Kinda Guy ?
stories range from comradic adven
tures and toasts on a hill top, to
conversations, one-on-one, with a
friend caught in her own web of
thoughts and reassurances that
“At times I rock a bit/But 1 can
stand.”
Jackrabbit Slim, from whence
cometh “ Romeo’s Tune” and the
terrific ‘‘Say Goodbye to Little
Jo", (where Forbert intercedes for
a friend in her breakup with a no
good lover) is unfortunately not up
to the standards of the first LP.
Overwrought with prissy piano
plinkings and production that
caters to all the WORST connota
tions of wimpy folk-rock, Forbert
still manages to get out some in
vigorating tunes.
In concert, he is not only an
enjoyable sunny personality b-jt
quite the rocker. He can create the
excitement
of
stage-prowling,
electric guitar-wielding Springsteen
and still tease with the enthusiasm
and humor of the youthful Dylan.
Come see Steve Forbert tonight
(g p.m. The Great Northern Music
Hall - S. Division below Hall) on a
Hsance-, a dare. Just by taking that
challenge with wonder and aband
onment tonight, you enter the
world Forbert:

His dream is to own a radio sta
tion in order to help start changes in
the media. That dream looks distant
now, so for the time being he needs
a place to play his shows-a task
which has been difficult.
Why the trouble in finding a job
that suitably uses his talent? Be
cause, as Dung says, “radio is a bus
iness". He complains about the con
formity of the constant replay of
Top 40 songs squeezed between com
mercials.
A disc jockey, he adds, is “ . . . just
a robot. I work at WLAV as an AM
disc jockey. My job is to read cards
and follow cards and play w hat’s on
the cards. 1 think you could be a
moron and do that job as long as
you could read. Announcers today
arc just becoming . . . robots.”

Dung quickly learned to manipu
late these possibilities as he created
WSRX’s first and longest-running
comedy show in spring 76. This
show, “Existential Despair Theatre”,
was made up of cuts from comedy
records introduced by Dung. Gradu
ally, he began to insert more of his
own material as he gained confidence
in his writing. Dung says his break
through in writing occurred when
he wrote and directed the one-act
play "Normal Trouble” .

He also believes th a t’ “popular”
stations’ use of a request line is
deceitful. “How can they have a
request line,” he asks, “when every
thing is pre-programmed? It’s a for
mality.
You might as well just
talk to a wall (as) call in a request."
Even at the experimental “X",
M. Dung is hassled for the strange
ness of his shows, although, he says
they don’t pertain heavily to sex or
violence. He also keeps within the
FCC stipulations dealing with lan
guage use, but somehow still man
aged to get fired four times.

“ Big Top” was M. Dung’s next
creation when he was hosting the
"prime" slot 7 to 9 on Sunday
morning. Being a lifelong lover of
the circus. Dung thought that this
lively format would make an enter
taining show. The outcome was
“fantastic”. Dung feels that of all
his shows "Big Top” could most
easily be adapted for commercial
radio.
“Not Right Playhouse” is M.
Dung’s newest production-a drama
in the tradition of golden-age radio.
The only difference is in Dung’s
weird story twists-he admits that
his plots are heavily affected by the
EC Horror comic literature.
In one episode a gangstfr ends up
in a leper colony on a remote island.
In another, a housewife suspects
that her best friend has been killed
by the woman's husband, who is
sneaking her away from the scene
of the crime in bits and pieces.

M. Dung; The face under the Big Top (photo by John Wanatl-

by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III

by J . Oscar Bittinger

entertain the radio audience; he does
this by being weird. He just believes
that radio’s views today are too nar
row, that the pattern of music, news,
weather and commercials should
make way for more diverse programs.

since his first year at WSRX in 1976.
A friend of his was involved with the
station and, since it sounded fun,
Dung started to devote a lot of his
time there, too.
"I would spend most of my time
in there (the production studio) just
fooling around with sounds and stuff
and taping,” he says. “I've always
done this, like in high school with
tape recorders. So the interest was
there. But there were a lot more
possibilities in that room (at
WSRX).”

In October 77, M. Dung started
“Anthony’s Good Radio” , which
has aired for over two years. It
has been highly successful, being
played by many other stations such
as Flint’s WFBE, a PBS station of
25 thousand watts, and local station,
WEHB.

Students Involved in
‘Sexual Perversity’

Using
Curious
Maps

Steve Forbert makes me appre
ciate that area of the Grand River
just around the bend north of the
Valley bridge off M-45. It’s sum
mer, the air is soft and sweet with
wild flower fragrance and a vita
lity of innocence pervades streets
and pastures along the Grand. 1
feel a freshness and newness that is
older than my time and yet is re
generated every summer. When
Steve Forbert sings, feelings drift
up like a humming bird hovering
and I un-roll from my huddled
winter posture.
I advise you to see Steve Forbert
tonight at the Great Northern
Music Hall, if not because you en
joy his single “Romeo’s Tune” then
because I recommend him as a taste
of summer in a literal, and perhaps
even more frightening, figurative
time of winter.
Forbert is a folk singer in all the
"right” connotations of the title.
His songs are as simple and direct aa
his delivery and style. He can
weave a metaphor as well as a story
and his charm as a troubador comes
from the tame place as does one’s
enchantment with Huckleberry
Finn.
Alive on Arrival, Forbett’s first
album, is overflowing with joyful
acoustic-baaed “rock". His s o iy /

Lanthorn

This week, January 31-February
2, the Theater Department of the
Performing Arts Center will present
two
student-directed/student-performed one-act plays.
The two plays, “ Ferryboat” by
Leonard Melfi, and a recent David
Mamet play, are comedies with
serious overtones.
Both plays
expose male/female relationships as
a “pas de deux” or "dance for two”.
“Ferryboat”, directed by Jane
Mahler, takes place on the Staten
Island Ferry as an encounter between
an ardent man attempting to talk
to an uninterested woman.
The
play stars Dan Sutherland and Mari
Franz.
The second play, “Sexual Perver
sity in Chicago”, is directed by
Kurt Bertges. It deals with the con
fusion inherent in sexual relation
ships. Discretion is advised; some
of the language used, and topics
discussed may be offensive. The
play stars Mike Kivinen, Margi
Derlcs. Jane Mahler and Thomas
L.L Saulsberry III.
The presentation of these oneacts illustrates an important step
for the Theater Department. This
is the first chance student acton,
directors, and technical workers have
been allowed to exercise their tal
ents on published plays. Success
of this pioneer project would demon
strate a market for future studentproduced plays.
Directors for the one-acts were
selected by Professor Birtwistle
(head of Theater for FAC), follow
ing last term’s course in

Dung is assisted in “Playhouse”
by 20 students from WJC’s Radio
Theater class, which is instructed
by Dung and Professor Walter
Wright.
Don’t think M. Dung does every
thing just in the name of weirdness,
though.
His first objective is to

The plays will be performed in
the Campus Center Theater, located
on the bottom level of the Campus
Center, between the gamesroom and
The Lanthorn office. The perfor
mance dates are Thursday, at 12
noon, and Friday and Saturday,
at 8:00 p.m. .

"I hear all these stories that they
(the administration) get upset with
my shows,” he says. “ It’s just like
twenty years ago when disc jockeys
were playing rock ’n’ roll; they were
blacklisted.”
He is still the optimist, though.
“Social things come in waves; hope
fully it will be looser in five or ten
years.”
About the future M. Dung has
many alternatives to choose from.
One, of course, is a career in radio.
“ It’s just something I do,” he says.
"Something to express yourself with,
like using radio as an art. It's a
hobby that could become a profes
sion.”
M. Dung is also part of the WSRX
band “The Guys with the Big Teeth”
who will release their first record
soon.
“Dung Radio” is featured Satur
day nights starting with “Not Right
Playhouse” at 9 p.m., then “An
thony’s Good Radio" and “Big
Top”.

Thursday

*Deb Van Tuinen: prints & drawings
Student One-Acts
Ritual Solos- dance exhibition
Godspell
Concert: Steve Forbert

CC Gallery
CC Theatre
LAT Stage
HoIland-H.S. PAC
Great Northern Music Hall
-G R

11-5
Noon
8 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8 p.m.

Friday

Seed Coffeehouse
Women Against Violence Against Women
Rituals So/os-dance exhibition
Bluegrass Festival-Cabbage Crik/Williams Family/
Doug Fast/Jon Workman
Student One-Acts
Godspell

CC Main Lounge
CC Theatre
LAT Stage
LAT

11:30 a.m.
12-1:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

CC Theatre
Holland-H.S. PAC

8 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Saturday

Ritual Solos- dance exhibition
Student One-Acts
Godspell

CC Theatre
CC Theatre
Holland H.S. PAC

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Sunday

PAC Series: Guillermo Fiercns, classical guitar

LAT

3:00 p.m.

Monday

Movie: The Front Page
I don't like Mondays. Fingerprinz

GR Museum
Dooleys’-E. Lansing

Tuesday

Lunch break: GR Woodwind Quintet
TJC Showcase: Components
Pit Coffeehouse

Lake Huron Hall

Wednesday Winter Festival: Ice Cream Social
“
Gaines Room Tournaments
’ daily

i

Copeland
CC Main Lounge
CC Games Room
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SAG A introduces inflation fighters...

MAHE

The GVS/FA Pledges to
Represent ALL The Faculty.
Make your dollar s-t-r-e-t-c-h-l

We understand that the different
olleges, the
CASprofessional schools,
and the liberal arts departments, as
well as the library faculty have
various needs and concerns.

Juicy Jumbo Cheese Burger
Large OrjF^Goldcn Fries

$

Offer (food 1/24/80 1/30/9 9

Freshly Brewed Coffee
A Fancy Donut
ONLY $ .60

W E A R E R E A C H IN G O U T :

$

^ w S j p r $ i.7 5

Offer Good 1/31/80 - 2/6/80

A Free Brownie With Any Luncheon
Combination & Medium Soft Drink
Offer Good 2/7/80 ■2/13/80

GVS/FA Organizing Committee
Richard Flanders - Anthropology
Donald Hall - Physics
Faite Mack - Education
Ricardo Meana • Public Service
Rosalyn Muskovj,tz - William James
John Shontz • Biology
Ted Sundstrom - Kirkhoff
Anthony Travis History
Ingun Lafleur - William James
Earl Harper - Seidman
Sharon Whitehill English
Donald Williams Sociology
Ron Ward • Biology
F. Weston Wochholz - Education

AND STILL GROWING I

Vegetarian Combination With Our
Delicious Homemade Soup

Mam Entree With Our Delicious
Homemade Soup

O N LY $1.73

ONLY $1.99

Offer Good 2/14/80 - 2/20/80

Offer Good 2/21/80 ■2/27/80

Steaming Ham, Hot Buy, Small Order
Golden Fries, Medium Soft Drink

Super B.B.Q., Crispy Onion Rings
Medium Soft Drink
ONLY $1.40

ONLY $1.80

Offer Good 2/28/30 ■3/5/80

Offer Good 3/6/80 - 3/12/80
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By
Suzanne Joseph
Chuck Tanner
Head of the Champions
Chuck Tinner, manager of the world champion Pittsburgh Pirates, was
guest speaker at GVSC's second annual fund-raising dinner last Thursday
in the Campus Center.
The man had a way about himself that made me melt when he spoke.
He’s not your typical professional baseball manager. It’s no wonder he
and 25 other men are world champions. He’s in love with life, baseball
and Pittsburgh, the city he was bom and raised in.
"It’s great being able to manage where you grew up,” Tanner said with
a smile. He has enjoyed managerial stops at Quad Cities, El Paso, Seattle
of the Pacific Coast League, Hawaii, Chicago, Oakland and Pittsburgh. I’ve
been able to communicate with every team I’ve had,” he added. “I try to
develop an attitude on the ball club as much as anything else."
Tanner recently signed a five-year contract with the Pirates. He and
Sparky Anderson, manager of the Detroit Tigers, are the only managers
in professional baseball to have such security. “It lets people know there’s
oiganization in the club, and lets me know they appreciate what I’m
doing," Tanner said.

GV Tied for Conference Lead 5
Bring on the Hillsdale Chargers
GLIAC record to 6 -1.
The lakers jumped out to huge
"Confidence,” according to Grand first halt leads against both teams then
Valley Coach Tom Villcmurc, is the sent in their second five to hold off
reason the Lakcr’s basketball team has the opponents as they dealt the Lake
regained its touch at winning ball Superior lakers a 88—63 loss and West
games as they hail in past seasons. Michigan rival Ferris State Bulldogs an
GVSC handed two Great Lakes Con 83 70 licking.
ference foes, Lake Superior State
In Monday's contest, a dose battle
College and Ferris State College, losses
over the weekend and in the process was expected between the Lakers and
upped the Lakcr’s season record to the Bulldogs. However, that was not
11—8 and better yet, improved their the case as Grand Valley collared
by Steven M. Scrulla

‘If I Have to Kick ’em . .
Attitude and philosophy are equally developed by Tanner. “If I have
to show you l care about you, I show you,” he said.
If I have to
kick ’em, I kick ’em. If I have to hug ’em, 1 hug ’em. That’s the way I ’vc
done it for nine years, and I’m going to do it another five."
He treats his players as people, and communicates to each player on
a one-to-one basis. “When 1 first started managing in the majors, someone
asked me the set of rules I’d have, and 1 said twenty-five, one for each
player, whatever I want it to be,” he said. “The guy who’s doing well
doesn't need help. I talk to the guys on the bench. Some managers only
talk to the players who play.”
“1 think managing nowadays is the hardest it’s ever been,” Tanner
said. "Players can leave you right when they’re at their peak.” He, more
than anyone, banished the sacred “Baseball Book" by signalling an aggresaive, base stealing style of ball regardless of the score.
“I've played for so many managers, and I’ve learned a lot from all of
them,” he said. “ I’m my own manager. I do it my way, the way I think I
can get it accomplished wiui my ideas and theories.’

Senior center Mark Chcklich (32) is stuck under the basket in GVSC’s
Monday night 83—70 victory over conference foe Ferris State. Chcklich finshed the contest with 27 points, II rebounds, and eigm av»sts (photo by

During the World Series, the Pirates adopted the song “We are Family ”
as their theme. They not only sang it in the clubhouse, but they demon
strated it on the playing field. Tanner stressed the importance of a family
unit.
“It takes 25 guys to win,” he said. “ I told them at spring training that
we’re going to use all 25 guys. You have to communicate individually and
as a unit. We now have guys playing for the love of the game.”
Tanner didn’t become father of the "family" overnight; he and his
coaches had to work at it. He believes that a person can do anything he
wants to do and be anyone he wants to be, especially in the game of
baseball.
When asked what makes a college player desirable to a professional
manager, he said, “If he can run, throw and if he has power. Then you
have to teach them the rest. If he has two of those three traits, he has a
good chance of making it in the major league.
If he has all of those
traits, he has a great chance.”
Tanner modestly added, “I'll take credit for all the losses, and I’ll give
my players all the credit for the wins."

A Winner at the Plate
Winning doesn't come easy for anyone, including Tanner, although he
was a winner the first time he stepped to the plate as a major leaguer. He
slammed a home run on the first pitch thrown to him -a feat previously
achieved by only one other player.
His advice to youngsters who dream of playing professional baseball?
"Work on all the things you have to improve on and continue to practice
the things you’re good at,” Tanner said. “Baseball is the toughest game in
the world to play, but if you want it bad enough and want to work at it,
you can play in the major leagues.”
Thete’s more to baseball than some people think. Players travel, eat on
the road, adjust to time changes and have to play 160 games a season. The
players ate dedicated not only physically, but mentally They not only
have to learn the game, but they have to play it with intelligence. You
can have two equal teams, and the team that makes the least number of
mental errors will win.

Hitting all the Bases
Tanner voiced his opinion on same of baseball's popular subjects:
THE DETROIT TIGERS - “ I think Detroit has the best young ball club
in the American League."
SPARKY ANDERSON - "I’d love to manage against him in the World
Scrim. He's an outstanding manager "
K T E r o se - “He’s like superman. He plays like every day is opening
■nr- iv c aiw m yi..............
_
»
BILLY MARTIN - "1 hope be gets another opportunity. He's a great
**
WILLIE STARGELL - "He's like a diamond on your finger, he always
d fem . He did the job for us in the clutch. I'm so thrilled he’s finally
mmtvcd the
he’s deserved for so long." (StargeL was awarded
Meet Valuable Mayer of the 1979 World Series.)
1to hit all the bases. "You have to put things in propLife's s gamble and you 're going to loot. If you're afraid

ing a stingy defense and taking good
shots on offense. The lakers hit over
50 percent of their field gml tries and
held lake Superior to 10 of 29 from
the floor for a poor 34 percents shoot
ing average.
I he last stan/a saw GVSC increase
its advantage to 80 52 licforc
Villcmurc sent in the reserves to mop
up. Chcklich led Grand Valley in the
three important offensive categories as
he ended the game with 22 points on
nine for eleven from the floor and four
of five from the charity stripe, 11 re
bounds, and eight assists.
Mark Principe added 16 points to
the winning cause and Harrington and
Chadwick chipped in with ten points
each. Harrington also hit the boards
for nine rebounds.
Grand Valley returns to action
Saturday when the team travels to
Hillsdale to take on the Chargers in a
rematch of the Jan. 7 game in which
the Lakers pulled out a 62 60 win in
the final two minutes of the game.
Each team enters the contest with id
entical 6 1 GLIAC records as the con
ference lead is on the line.
Monday, Grand Valley hosts
Northwood Institute in another im
portant Great Lakes Conference con
test. Northwood handed the lakers
their only conference loss this season,
an 82 54 drubbing and GVSC has put
together a five game winning streak
since the loss to the Northmen.

It J in W n n a t ) .

by Suzanne Joseph

Father of the Family

I erris State in the early going and
GVSC’s forward John Harrington con
nected on five baskets and two free
throws in the first eleven minutes of
the game to give the Lakers a 22-11
lead with 8 21 till the half.
Grand Valley extended its lead to
35 15 during the next five minutes on
two baskets a piece by forward Chris
Chadwick, guard Mark Principe, and
center Mark Chcklich. Holding the
Bulldogs to only four more points in
the last three minutes, the Lakers piled
up an insurmountable 4 5 -1 9 lead at
the intermission.
In the second half, Grand Valiev
continued to extend its lead and led at
one point by a 69—3 5 advantage.
Villcmurc took his starting five out of
the game with eight minutes remaining
and the Bulldogs outscorcd the lakers
35- 14 down tile stretch. But time ran
out as Grand Valley won by 13 points.
Leading the Lakers to victory were
six players, five who hit double fig
ures. Harrington and Chadwick had
14 points apiece, Principe 13, sixth
man Bob Stahlc 11, Chcklich 10, and
guard Ed Moultrie nine. Chcklich
pulled down eight rebounds to lead
die Lahti s and disneu out eight
assists to ‘share game high honors with
Moultrie in that category.
In Saturday’s outing, the results
were almost identical. GVSC ran off
to a 26 16 lead and extended the
margin to 42 23 at the half by play

Women’s basketball at Grand Val
ley is looking up, coach Pat Baker
believes, but reaching the top of the
GLIAC (Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference) still looks like
climbing a tall ladder with a few
broken rungs.
The Lakers own a 3-2 record in
the conference (not including Mon
day’s game at Ferris State) after
losing
to
Oakland
University
(8062) and defeating Lake Superior
State (7056) last week. GVSC also
fell to non-confercnec foe Western
Michigan (78-70) which gives the
Lakers a 5-10 overall record.
On Jan. 22, Oakland scored ten
jtriijjh t 'jnsnsv/crcd points 15 min*

utes into the game to enjoy a 47-37
halftime lead. The Lakers got into
early foul trouble, causing 6’0"
Pam VandcrKolk and 5’10” Claud
ette Chamey to spend some time
on the bench.
The closest GVSC got in the
second half was nine points at the
12:13 mark, after two baskets by
Charney.
Oakland may have won the war,
but Chamey won the scoring battle,
as she racked 25 points and 11 re
bounds. Guards Deb Mast and
Sheri Anderson added 11 and 10
points respectively, as Faith Heikkila
grabbed 11 rebounds. Helen Shcrcda
and Anne Kish each scored 22
points for the Pioneers.
After Western's game last Thurs
day, Baker said, “ I was sad that we
lost, but 1 was happy with our per
formance. We believed in ourselves
that we could beat Western. It was
the first time I’ve been happy with
my team after a loss."
After a close first half, GVSC
went into the locker room down
36-30, but managed to pull ahead
by five in the second half.
The Lakers played person-to-per
son defense the entire game, and
- jj .j
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WMU to make mistakes. “They
weren ’t going to stop us,” Baker
said with a smile. "We took it to
’em."
Each team made 31 field goals,
but the difference was at the trre
throu line, where WML' connected
on 16 out of 25. GVSC made eight,
but only had 11 chances.

Western’s Patti Rendinc was res
ponsible for the victory down the
stretch, as she connected on seven
of nine free throws, and a ganichigh 19 points. She also dished out
seven assists, to remain third in the
nation.in that category.
Baker was pleased with the Laker
defense. After VandcrKolk got in
foul trouble, Baker moved Lcnhard
to the post position to cover 6’0 ”
Pat Charity. Charity finished the
game with 14 points, but only con
nected on five of 16 from the floor.
For the first time this season,
Grand Valiev had a balanced scoring
attack. Chamey led with 13 points,
followed by Heikkila and Mary
Lcnhard with It) apiece. Dch Mast
contributed 11 points, and set a
GVSC record with 12 assists. Gharncy also hauled down a game-high
17 rebounds.
Grand Valley got back on the
winning track Saturday against the
Soo 1-akcrs from Lake Superior.
Chamey scored ten of GVSC’s
Sitting on the bench anticipating action against Oakland University Jan. 22
first 15 points, and the Lakers had
arc (left to right) freshman Chris Wolter. sophomore Pam VandcrKolk,
a slim 35-30 edge at halftime.
junior Sheri Anderson and second-year coach Pat Baker.
The Pioneers
That slim edge grew as Chamey,
defeated the Lakers 80-67 (photo by Paul Worster).
VandcrKolk, and Heikkila each
scored baskets to initiate the second
half, and the Lakers were ahead
41-30. Two minutes later, VanderKolk scored two free throws fol
lowed by a three-point play, and the
young squad from Allendale enjoy cd
Deb Mast, a freshman guard from
the biggest lead of the game, 4<> 32.
Fremont has tieen chosen Laker of
lake Superior cut the lead to live
the Week by The Lanthnm sports
(61-56) with 4 30 left in the game,
staff for her outstanding play in
but Grand Valiev didn’t allow them
Grand Valley’s 78-70 loss to Western
to score anymore. Mast and Heikkila
Michigan, and also her performance
continued to pop them in as they
added four and five points res in GVSC’s 70-56 conquest over Lake
Superior State.
pectively.
The 5TO” rookie set a GVSC
“It s good to be hack on the
record with 12 assists against Western
winning track (after four straight
las; Thursday. She convened seven
losses!,’’ Baker said, ‘ l e t ’s hope wc
out
of nine free throws, and finished
can start a streak.”
Mast led the Laker attack with a the game with 11 points.
Against Lake Superior on Sat Deb Mast (photo by Dave Gotland).
season-high 19 points, followed by
urday,
Mast scored a season-high
VandcrKolk with 13 points and 12
Mast has worked herself into a
19 points, connecting on nine our r ® * ® ® itiTting pOaiuuii u> u r
_____L. rt.
of 14 field goals.
test with 12 points and 17 rebounds
creasing her average to five points
Mast may be just what coach Pat per game.
while Heikkila chipped in 11 points
Baker needs to turn the season
ind eight rebounds.
I d rather hit the open player,
around for the 5-10 Lakers. “ Right
Grand VaBet travels to the
get the assist, and let the other
now. Deb is my most consistent
University of Michigan tonight and
player store.” Mast said modestly.
player,” Baker said. “ She can dev
Adrian College on Saturday before
Mast, a physical education major,
elop into a team leader. She seems w happy with her decision to attend
reluming home Toesday for zr.
to be taking charge as well as 1 can GVSC and is a fine asset to the
g p.m. bout with Central Michigan
expect from a freshman.”
2 1 GranJville High School.
Lakers women's sports pro-ram.

In GLIAC Action

Lakers Win One

Laker of the Week
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Laker Consistency Too Much
For Their Opponents to Handle
by Jeff Tikkanen
The Laker wrestling team finished
standing with their guns smoking
in last weekend's dual meets with
Oakland University and Saginaw
Valley State.
The Saginaw Valley Cardinals
opted for the endangered species
list on Friday as Grand Valley’s
grapplers’ 55-0 rout sent them to
an early grave
The savage mat-men continued
their onslaught on Saturday with a
36-10 massacre of the Oakland
Pioneers.
When the weekend touts were
finally in, the Laker wrestling team
Iss.I done their share of traveling
and their share of winning, suffer
ing only three defeats at the hands
of opponents.
Winning is nothing new to Grand

Valley’s wrestling team. Consistent
individual tournament victories from
the likes of Paul Neumann. Tony
Diola, and undefeated Ron Essink
have given Grand Valley a strong
hold on success.
"Each week we’re becoming con
sistently better," said Mr. Consistent
himself, Jim Scott, who for the
past eight years has-compilcd an im
pressive record of 76-16, including
two second-place finishes in the
NA1A nationals.
Opposing coaches cringe as they
look at some of the individual rec
ords that make up Grand Valley’s
dynamic team. Sophomore stand
out Jeff Henderson (118) owns,
a 14-7 record. Veteran Brian Smith
(134) is 19-5. Team Leader Tim
Horn (142) is 19-5* All-American
Paul Neumann (150) is 16-6. I he
Italian Stallion lony Diola (158)

is 21-5. Rig Bill Rugcnstcin (190)
is 14-5 and last but not least, the
man from Zeeland, Ron Essink is
undefeated at the heavyweight pos
ition with a 17-0 record.
The Ukcrs to date have placed
second at the White Water Invita
tional and the Michigan Open, first
place at the Grand Rapids Junior
College Tournament and Mid-west
Classic at Anderson, Indiana, and
fourth at the Muskegon
Open
Tournament.
Perhaps one of the biggest chal
lenges for Grand Valley this year
will he at the GVSC Invitational
Tournament this Saturday at Allen
dale High School. The Mid American
power houses. Northern Michigan
University and Western Michigan
University wall be on hand along
with a select field of other com
petitive teams.

This Week With the Lakers
Thursday

Women’s Basketball

GVSC at Univ. of Michigan

7:00 p.m.

Saturday

Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Wrestling

GVSC at Hillsdale
GVSC at Adrian
GVSC Invitational
Wrestling Tournament
(Allendale High School)
GVSC at Aquinas

2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

Track

Noon

Monday

Men’s Basketball

Northwi>od at GVSC
(Ford Fieldhousc)

8:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Women's Basketball

Central Michigan at GVSC
(Allendale High School)

8:00 p.m.

Thursday

Women's Basketball

GVSC at Calvin

7:00 p.m.

GVSC vs. OAKLAND UNIVERSITY (36-10)

GVSC vs. SAGINAW VALLEY STATE (55-0)
118
126
134
142
150
158
167
177
190
Hwt

118 Jeff Henderson GV pinned Chris Adamski SV (1:46)
126 Darr Leutz GV dec. Eugene Mapcs SV (10-2)
134 Brian Smith GV won by forfeit
142 Tim Horn GV dec. Greg Tucker SV (18-7)
150 Paul Neumann GV pinned T.Langworthy SV (1:38)
158 Tony Diola GV won by forfeit
167 Kent Briggs GV pinned Bob Cook SV (3:00)
177 John Wilder GV won by disqualification
190 Bill Rugenstein GV dec. Bill Troutman SV (14-2)
Hwt Ron Essink GV won by forfeit

Jeff Henderson GV won by forfeit
Phil Liehlang OU dec. Darr Leutz GV (6-3)
Mike Eble OU dec. Brian Smith GV (11-3)
Tim Horn GV dec. Mike Kanaby OU (11-17)
Paul Neumann GV pinned Steve St. Clair OU (1:20)
Tony Diola GV dec. Paul Jones OU (13-3)
Kent Briggs GV dec. Greg Mannio OU (8-3)
Tim Chapel OU dec. John Wilder GV (3-1)
Bill Rugenstein GV won by forfeit
Ron Essink GV pinned Fred Alexander OU (1:22)

KENTWOOD FINE
rra
ARTS AUDITORIUM
EAST RINTW00R RKR SCHOOL
M0K., FIIRNART II, 7J0 * M .

(010) 4504575 w 4504100
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS ANR
INFORMATION FOR SPECIAL
PATRON ORCHESTRA SEATS
ALL SEATS MSttttO $18.00

Who is the A A UP

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2

at GVSC ?
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I KRAMER
KRAMEf VS. KRAMER

QUAD
29th St. atE.

- South of Ersttxoot Hal

studant aroup ratal available,
*
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R o b e rt R a d fo rd

With this entire Quad ad—one ticket
only $1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.).

as

Tim Conway

Don Knotts

r

Dustin Hoffman

B ette M id le r A la n B ates

‘THE ROSE’ __

Jane F o n d *

[PS TH E ELECTRIC HORSEMAN’

‘T h e P rize F ig h te r * _

I f l i l i

iOtiii BEiUSfii ■

ho* H#rP'‘ *•«•*. DowMown ood

V.llog. Moll

With this entire Northtown ad-one ticket only
$1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.).

Dustin Hoffman

Feb. 4 - 5
Ronnie Fray

Tickets on Solo now of Soars Woodland Moll and

'KRAMER VS. KRAMER’

ATTENTION!
GVS Students interested in running for a position on the
1980 - 81 Student Senate...
If you are a student in:
CAS — Pick up your nominating petition at the CAS Advising
Center, Housing Office, or Student Senate Office
Seidman — Pick up your nominating petition at the Business
Department in the Commons or at the Student Senate
Office.
y y jQ — pick up your nominating petition at the Career Planning
Center.
K C __Pick up your self-nominating form at the Learning Center.
All nominations should be returned to their respective areas no later than Feb. 14. Elections lu'
b!
Id during advance registration, February 25 - 29. If you need more information, contact a Student Senator
"

at Ext. 231 or stop by the Student Senate Office in the South Wing of Campus Center.
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Snow Job and the
GV Student Senate
Present. . .
WINTER FESTIVAL 1980!
Wednesday, February 6:
1 1 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Ice Cream Social - Campus Center
12 noon - 6 p.m. - Games Room Tournament ■ Games Room
2 p.m. Movie - Campus Center 1 heatre
7:00 p.m. - Movie - 132 LHH

Thursday, February 7:
12 noon - 6 p.m. - Games Room Tournament - Games Room.
4:00 p.m. • Orienteering Contest - To Be Announced
7:00 p.m. - Snow Games - TBA

Friday. February 8:

.

----------------J

y

-

-----------------------

J

12 noon - 1 p.m. - Human Dog Sled Races - Zumberge Pond
4:00 p.m. - Cross Country Ski Races - TBA
4:00 p.m. - Down Hill Ski Races - Ski Hill
“ Snow B a ll” Dinner-Dance Semi-Formal
Lincoln Lawns Country Club
7:00 p.m. Attitude Adjustment
8:00 p.m. Dinner
n

n o

y .w

_

___

p. m .

r v * w-* wv
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Chris Bliss - “ Music for Your Eyes
10:00 p.m. Dance - Music of “ Frosted”

Saturday, February 9:
10:30 a.m. - Snow Sculpture Judging - Robinson Field
7:00 & 9 :0 0 p.m. - Movies - 132 LHH

Games Sign-Up Information at Buzz 206_____________
Tickets for the S N O W BALL will be on sale January 21 - February 1st
in the Housing Office or Buzz 206.
Ticket cost is $8.00 single or $ 1 5 .0 0 per couple.
Watch the Clear Hooter & Lanthorn, for Further Winter Festival Details.
Snow Job will also be on campus with more information.
Promotion provided by the Public Relations Student Society of America.

